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                                                                Abstract 

Evolutionary psychologists criticize cognitive psychology for using arbitrary stimuli that 

ignore presumed evolutionary constraints on cognition.  In two experiments, we explored 

how the Sperling paradigm in iconic memory was influenced by factors often stressed in 

evolutionary psychology: facial attractiveness and gender of visual targets, as well as 

gender of the participants. Ancillary measures used by some evolutionary psychologists 

studying mating strategies, scores on Sociosexuality and Jealousy scales, were also taken. 

In Experiment I, pictures of human faces were superimposed over letter matrices: 10 each 

of attractive males, attractive females, average males and average females. All faces used 

in both studies had been used in previously published reports of evolutionary influences 

on cognitive processing. In Experiment I, the Sperling effect was replicated, with Partial 

Report superior to Whole Report; no other factors affected performance. In Experiment 

II, the saliency of the factors related to evolutionary psychology was increased by using 

only one attractive female face and one attractive male face, repeatedly. Controls 

included the standard Original, blank background, and a non-facial object, a Flower. 

While the overall Sperling effect was replicated again, there was some disruption of the 

Sperling effect, with females showing no Partial advantage. Males retained the Partial 

advantage for both attractive pictures, but they, like the female participants, showed no 

Partial advantage for the Flower. Aside from one minor correlation, the Sociosexuality 

and Jealousy scales were not predictive of performance in either study.  In sum, in rapid 

cognitive processing, precepts of evolutionary psychology did not have a differential 

effect on cognition. Results are discussed in terms of procedural differences between this 

traditional cognitive task and those devised by evolutionary psychologists. 
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Are Cognitive Processes Affected by Evolutionary Precepts? 

Iconic Memory and Mating Strategies 

 

            Evolutionary psychology has criticized cognitive psychology for using arbitrary 

stimuli that lack adaptive significance and have unknown relevance to Pleistocene life 

(Tooby and Cosmides, 1999). Among the “more biologically meaningful stimuli” they 

recommend are human faces. Indeed, as Jung, Ruthruff, Tybur, Gaspelin and Miller 

(2012) assert, “The human capacity to perceive facial attractiveness is one of the most 

exhaustively researched domains in all of evolutionary psychology and constitutes a 

premier example of psychological adaptation.” 

Cognitive psychology is an established theoretical paradigm that uses 

experimental methodology to explore mental processes such as language, perception, 

attention, memory and thinking. Each of these areas, with its own prevailing models and 

related constructs of information processing, has generated ample empirical literature 

demonstrating the robustness of cognitive phenomena. A tenet of Cognitive Psychology 

is that, aside from several phenomena cognitive constructs are similar and comparable 

between members of the same category (e.g., Caramazza, 1986). While researchers have 

documented sex differences in cognition (e.g., Levine, Vasilyeva, Lourenco, Newcombe, 

& Huttenlocher, 2005), traditional Cognitive Psychology generally assumes that most 

mental processes are essentially the same for all healthy people of the same age. That is 

to say: a cognitive process in one person is similar and comparable to any other person of 

that group.  

Evolutionary Psychology, a more recent and increasingly influential paradigm, 

has explored how social cognition can be influenced by conceptual mechanisms, for 
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example, through mating strategies. More specifically, mate guarding, defined by 

increased jealousy and protection of one’s mate (e.g. G.F. Miller, 2000), has been related 

to attention (e.g., Maner, Gailliot, Rouby, & Miller, 2007). Certain evolutionary 

psychologists have begun examining how certain robust effects in traditional cognitive 

psychology may differ by sex, informed by mating strategies. Essentially, these 

evolutionary psychologists suggest that traditional cognitive psychologists (by assuming 

that cognitive processes are uniform) have not asked the right questions and have not 

fully explored how normal cognition can be driven by evolutionary mechanisms. 

Specific evolutionary studies have examined the effect of mating-behavior related 

priming on attentional adhesion between the genders. Maner et al., (2007) examined low-

level attentional adhesion of male and female participants to attractive and average male 

and female faces. In three experiments participants were primed with an explicitly 

sexually (or happy- as control) charged or jealousy (or anxiety- as control) charged 

memory, depending on the random condition in which they were placed. Participants’ 

reaction time to a visual identification task with a display that included faces was the 

dependent behavioral measure of attention. Attractive faces were predicted to increase 

reaction time and have a higher deleterious effect to the task (e.g. be attentionally adhered 

to) than average faces. An overall main effect was found in each experiment run with 

sexual priming, such that Attractive Opposite Sex (of the Participant) Target (Faces) had 

the highest average reaction time, compared to Attractive Same Sex Targets, Average 

Opposite Sex Targets, and Average Same Sex Targets. In the experiment that 

investigated jealousy, no main effect was found. A two way interaction was found such 
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that participants who were high in Jealous had a significantly higher reaction time for 

Attractive Same Sex Targets compared to other targets.  

The study examined the influence of evolutionarily developed mechanisms 

through the interactions of sexual-related and jealousy-related visualization primes, facial 

attentional adhesion, and high and low Socio-sexuality (SOI) and Jealousy. High and low 

categories were defined as participants who had scores one standard deviation above or 

below the sample mean, respectively, for both scores. Data displayed that, after being 

primed by sexually charged visualization, male participants who had high SOI scores 

adhered to attractive female faces, and females adhered more to attractive male faces. In 

contrast, the results of participants with high Jealousy scores, after being primed by 

jealousy-related visualization, showed females adhered to attractive female faces more 

than attractive male faces and average faces. These results were found using a modified 

version of the well-documented phenomenon of attentional adhesion (e.g. Fox, Russo, 

Bowles, & Dutton, 2001). Previous studies have displayed additional support of these 

effects using different methodology and cognitive mechanisms. 

Previous studies have examined the behavioral, emotional, and cognitive actions 

engaged in related to mate guarding and extra-couple threats and created the Multi-

Dimensional Jealousy Scale (Pfeiffer & Wong, 1989). In heterosexual couples, mate 

guarding has been shown to manifest in increased levels of Jealousy when possible intra-

sexual threats are salient (Haselton & Gangestad 2006). High Jealousy has been related to 

mate-guarding behavior, specifically increased visual attention towards attractive people 

of the same sex (Maner et al., 2007). 
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Socio-sexuality is theorized as the measure of how promiscuous a person is and 

how unrestricted they are in sexual attitudes and behaviors. Lower SOI individuals are 

more likely to pursue stronger connections with fewer partners (e.g. Simpson & 

Gangestad, 1991). Conversely, high SOI individuals have been shown to seek more 

partners as well as more attractive partners. Humans with high SOI scores also have been 

shown to attend visually to more to attractive people of the opposite sex. This 

relationship between visual mate seeking behavior and scores on the socio-sexuality 

index has been displayed in previous research (e.g. Maner et al., 2003) 

By employing designs using frequency estimate report and eye-tracking 

technology, Maner et al. (2003) showed support for short-term visual attention and 

memory affected by mate selection theory. In a series experiments, Maner and colleagues 

(2003) demonstrated sex differences to which male and female participants were 

attending. Attention was objectively defined both by using a frequency report paradigm 

and eye tracking technology. Findings of the experiments demonstrated that male 

participants attended to attractive female faces more than average female faces, more 

than chance in a short period of exposure in both serial (4s) and group (40s) exposure 

methods. Women attended to attractive female faces more than average female faces, 

more than chance would predict in group trials, though this was only demonstrated with 

the eye-tracking, and not through frequency report. This increased attending was argued 

to be due to mate guarding being done by female participants. Eye-tracking data also 

demonstrated that high SOI men and women (One SD above the mean) attend to 

attractive members of the opposite sex in the first four seconds of exposure. Though the 

validity of frequency report had been previous called into question (Garcia-Marques, 
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Hamilton, Maddox, 2002), the robustness of these findings and the eye-tracking data 

support theoretical sex differences in attention. 

Jealousy and SOI, as operational definitions of mating strategies have been shown 

to affect cognitive mechanisms. The affects of these mating strategies may be systematic 

by gender lines, such that male and female visual attention is fundamentally different. 

These differences may be due to theoretical mating strategies (e.g. mate guarding) that 

are posited to have developed evolutionarily.  

Recently, schools of Evolutionary Psychology have tied mating selection to other 

aspects of social cognition. Decision-making theory was recently tied to Evolutionary 

Psychology (Bugental, 2000). For specific social domains (e.g. attachment –proximity 

maintenance in the service of safety) it was theorized that bio-ecological, implicit 

cognitive, and explicit cultural decisions were made by the individual. For a review of 

social cognition in attachment and mating domains, see Berscheid (1994). Kenrick, Li, 

and Butner (2003) theorized that by combining dynamical models of cognition and 

evolutionary psychology, a larger amount of influences that affect evolutionary drives 

could be modeled. Dynamical models theorize that an individual’s decisions are made 

within the dynamic interplay of other members of that individual’s population. By 

theoretically combining dynamical and evolutionary theories, the authors attempted to tie 

individual’s decisions to a web of mutual influences from many domains, rather than 

those specific to genetic propagation (Kenrick, Li, & Butner, 2003). 

 Research has been done on other proposed evolutionarily developed, attentional 

biases towards faces, outside of mating. Specifically, van Honk and colleagues (2001) 

showed support for angry faces affecting performance on an emotional Stroop test 
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compared to neutral faces. The amount of interference angry faces provided was related 

to participant’s scores on the State Trait Anger Scale (STAS; Spielberger et al., 1983) and 

the State Trait Anxiety inventory (STAI; Spielberger, 1988). The authors hypothesized 

that the cognitive processes involved in attending to threatening faces are automatic and 

unconscious. Contrary to theorized expectations, participants were not able to 

automatically identify the emotion of faces, however. Low-level attentional differences 

based on evolutionarily developed biases may be present in cognitive processes; 

however, automatic attentional biases for facial stimuli have not been found on the 

millisecond level. 

 There are problems in evolutionary studies of traditional cognition. For example, 

cognitive psychologists make clear conceptual distinctions about what specific functions 

are being studied (perception, attention, memory, etc.), while some evolutionary studies 

are less clear about these distinctions. Are the reported mating differences in perception 

or in attention (and which mechanism of attention)? Multiple mechanisms may play a 

role when participants are given enough time to choose where to look. Even the concept 

of looking, which may seem simple, can vary qualitatively and quantitatively. Further, it 

is not clear what role demand characteristics may play in the evolutionary studies of 

cognition. In the extend time stimuli were displayed in previous mating research, 

participants may have attended to attractive and average stimuli attempting to discern 

their purpose in the experiment. In order to investigate the how the specific schools of 

Cognitive and Evolutionary Psychology interact, it seems appropriate to use stimuli 

relevant to mating-related evolutionary psychology in a time-tested experimental 

paradigm from traditional cognitive psychology. 
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The current study addressed the apparent inconsistency concerning gender-based 

and mating attentional differences between traditional cognitive and evolutionary 

psychology by using a task that taps an elementary and very immediate cognitive 

mechanism: iconic memory. Iconic memory is accessible for such a short time period that 

it should minimize shifts in attention and additional influences such as agency. 

Additionally, iconic memory is involved in the transferring of iconic information into 

short-term memory through attention, and therefore it is involved in perception as well as 

visual memory (see Long, 1980 for a review). In this very well-established paradigm, 

subjects are typically shown a display of 12 unrelated letters in a 3 X 4 matrix for 100 – 

300 milliseconds (depending on what mechanisms are being studied) and then asked to 

report all letters they have seen. Under these conditions, called the whole report method, 

performance is very poor, typically around 33% correct. The eponymous Sperling effect 

refuted the perceptual explanation and showed that the poor performance was due to the 

extremely rapid decaying of information in iconic memory. Sperling used one of three 

tones (each used to refer to one specific row) to cue his subjects (immediately after the 

stimulus matrix was removed) to report only the row of letters associated with the 

appropriate tone from a mental representation of the stimulus display; this partial report 

technique led to a much higher identification rate of about 75%, thus, the term the 

Sperling Effect, or partial report superiority (e.g. Sperling, 1960). In the partial report, 

participants are required to report a maximum of 4 cued letters. Conversely, in the whole 

report task, the participant reports all 12 letters.  The whole report is said to lead to worse 

performance because of the degradation of the icon. 
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The current study investigated the possible ways evolutionary psychology 

precepts or strategies may affect iconic memory through two experiments. The first 

experiment investigated the relationship between facial attractiveness and gender and 

iconic memory. This was done using the Sperling partial report paradigm to compare 

participants on letter report accuracy when reacting to combination stimuli (i.e. standard 

letter grids superimposed over pictures of attractive and average male and female faces). 

It was hypothesized that these combination stimuli would result in significantly different 

letter report accuracy (transfer by iconic memory). Specifically, letter grids superimposed 

over attractive faces would yield significantly lower report accuracy than those 

superimposed over average faces. Previous work with mating behaviors and visual 

attention (e.g. Maner et al., 2007) indicates that attractive facial stimuli would have a 

deleterious effect on the report task. It was hypothesized that the gender of facial stimuli 

and the gender of participants would interact in such a way that participants would have 

significantly lower accuracy for opposite-gendered facial stimuli than same-gendered 

facial stimuli. The study focuses on a heterosexual sample, and the effects of mate-

seeking related behaviors are expected to manifest for attractive opposite sex facial 

stimuli. Cognitive psychology literature would predict a replication of the Sperling effect, 

i.e. a partial report superiority, across all conditions. If evolutionary forces affected iconic 

memory, if attractiveness were somehow inherently important to humans, there would be 

systematic differences in performance on the letter/face combination stimuli, consistent 

with previous evolutionary studies. If there were no differences on the facial stimuli, then 

it would suggest that results of earlier evolutionary studies on cognition were procedural 

artifacts or a result of the additional exposure length of the stimuli. 
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It was additionally hypothesized that participants’ scores on the SOI and Jealousy 

scales would interact with participants’ accuracy on facial stimuli. Specifically, it was 

predicted that a relationship would occur such that participants with high Jealousy would 

have significantly lower letter report accuracy for attractive same-sex faces, while high 

SOI participants would have letter report accuracy significantly lower for attractive 

opposite-sex faces. Support for this hypothesis would provide conceptually clear 

empirical evidence for the effects of evolutionary mechanisms on visual cognition and 

further tie SOI and Jealousy to mate selection and mate guarding behaviors, respectively. 

Further, it would support the criticism that contemporary cognitive psychology needs to 

broaden its perspectives and explore the link between mental processes and evolutionary 

precepts. If there were no trends inter-relating participants’ report accuracy and facial 

type to participants’ SOI and Jealousy scores as hypothesized, the results would question 

the effects mating behaviors on cognition at this early stage of visual attention. 

Experiment II was conducted in order to increase the saliency of attractiveness 

and to compare facial stimuli to both non-facial stimuli and a blank background on the 

display. Four conditions of the variable Stimulus Type were used to investigate the 

possible differences in iconic memory. The stimulus types are as follows: two facial 

stimuli (one backed by an attractive female face and the other, an attractive male face), 

displays superimposed over a commonplace, non-face item (i.e. a flower), and 

unmodified or “Original” Sperling displays (no background). Only two facial stimuli 

were chosen from the previous study, one female and male. These faces were chosen 

specifically as they were both attractive and had similar lighting characteristics. 

Additionally, both faces were facing directly forward toward the viewer, more than their 
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counterparts. The flower stimulus was chosen as it was directly “facing” the viewer, and 

roughly the same size, shape and coloring as the facial stimuli. 

It was predicted that the Sperling Effect would be replicated for Original stimulus 

trials. This result would indicate a replication of previous studies investigating iconic 

memory and a classical cognitive phenomenon. It was hypothesized that the attractive 

facial stimuli would be lower in report accuracy than the Flower stimuli. According to 

previous experiments investigating the effects of evolutionary mechanisms on visual 

attention attractive facial stimuli were deleterious on reaction time (e.g. Maner et al., 

2007). Facial stimuli having lower accuracy than Flower stimuli would indicate faces 

were processed at the iconic level in a way separate from the way the Flower stimuli were 

processed. It was hypothesized that SOI and Jealousy would significantly interact 

Stimulus Type to affect report accuracy. Specifically it was predicted that participants 

with high SOI would have lowered accuracy for opposite sex attractive faces and 

participants with high Jealousy would have lowered accuracy for same sex attractive 

faces. These predictions were based off of previous studies on the interaction of mating 

behaviors and attitudes and visual attention. Finally, it was predicted that partial report 

superiority would be demonstrated across all conditions of Stimulus Type. This result 

would additionally support that the experiment design replicates previous, established 

cognitive designs. According to previous research with iconic memory and backgrounds 

to the letter display, little would affect letter report accuracy. Luminance of the 

background display was shown to affect letter report accuracy; however, it was controlled 

for (see below). 
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In each experiment there was an examination of Row-by-Row accuracy. Previous 

research using the 3X4 Sperling design found higher accuracy for the middle and top row 

reports, compared to the bottom row (e.g. Long, 1980). In studies this preference 

manifested in a significantly higher accuracy for specifically the top row either overall 

(Averbach & Coriell, 1961) or only when compared to the bottom row (Sperling, 1960). 

The addition of facial backgrounds may affect this preference, as participants exposed to 

unfamiliar faces for short periods of time (200 ms) have been shown to focus most on the 

nose (Bindemann, Scheepers, & Burton, 2009). Additionally, the lips and eyes have been 

shown to be factors in attraction (Hassebrauck, 1998). Whether the pattern of the Row-

by-Row accuracy is similar to previous classical Sperling experiments or not may reflect 

effects of, or lack of effects, mating behaviors have on visual attention. 

Experiment I 

Method 

Design. 

Experiment I used a mixed 2X2X2X2 design, for Report Type (Partial / Whole), 

Facial Attraction (Attractive / Average), Facial Gender (Female / Male), and Participant 

Gender (Female / Male) with repeated measures across the first three factors. 

Participants. 

 Participants in this study were heterosexual males and females, aged 18-60 

recruited from a Northeastern Liberal Arts University and the surrounding area. A total of 

43 participants were recruited for this first experiment. Seventeen participants of the 

original sample were excluded as they exceeded the error criteria. Two participants were 

excluded as they were not in the acceptable range of Sexual Orientation. A sample of 24 
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participants, equal parts Female and Male, remained for the study. Participants were 

required to be native English speakers, to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and 

to be heterosexual. All participants were informed that they may discontinue their 

participation in the experiment at any time. 

Exclusion criterion. 

An error score was created out of the total number of error trials, for both partial 

and whole report trials. An error trial was defined as a trial (single letter matrix) for 

which participants reported nothing at all or no correct letters. If the percentage of error 

trials was equal to or greater than 25% for either the total possible partial or whole trials, 

the participant was excluded from the experiment.  

 Recruitment methods. 

 Recruitment for the study was done online through a college research participant 

pool, social networking website Facebook, with posters, and by verbal advertising in 

various Psychology classes at the university. Reward for participants was either three 

credits through a psychology participant pool on campus or a monetary compensation of 

five dollars. Additionally participants were offered entry into a raffle for a $50 gift 

certificate to a local coffee shop. 

Materials. 

 Letter grid creation and display. 

Standard letter grids for the Sperling displays were created by arranging randomly 

generated letters in a 3 X 4 grid. All vowels and the letter Q were not included o prevent 

words or letter strings being formed. The overall letter grid had a width of 4 cm and 

height of 3.5 cm and subtended about 2.37˚. Letters are arranged in three rows and four 
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columns. Letters were in Times New Roman, 16 point and had a height of 0.75 cm and 

width of about 0.75-1.25.cm. Letters were centered 0.6773 cm apart horizontally and 

were centered 0.9525 cm apart vertically. Viewing distance was attempted to be kept 

constant at approximately 96.52 cm. See appendix A for an example.  

Displays were created using the E-Prime computer program. A fixation point was 

displayed in the center of the screen before every trial. This was a full, black circle “” in 

Courier font, in size 18. The fixation point appeared in the center of the screen. 

Facial stimuli modification. 

The Sperling matrices were superimposed over facial stimuli to create the stimuli 

for Experiment 1. The facial stimuli were used with permission from previous Maner et 

al. (2007) experiment. They were rated in a pilot study conducted by Maner et al., (2007) 

for the experiment discussed earlier, in which 32 undergraduates rated the pictures on a 

scale of 1 = very unattractive to 9 = very attractive. The average ratings of each condition 

were as follows: attractive women, M = 7.52, SD = 1.39; attractive men, M = 7.31, SD = 

1.35; average women, M = 4.77, SD = 1.61; and average-looking men, M = 4.64 SD = 

1.47. There were 40 pictures in total, 10 pictures in each condition.  

The facial stimuli from the Maner et al., (2007) study were adjusted in luminance, 

size and color for use in this study. The lighting and cameras used for each stimulus 

differed, and ensuring uniformity of luminance was nearly impossible. However facial 

stimuli were adjusted such that they were acceptably homogenized, by comparing 

histograms of luminance and R, G and B measures in Adobe Photoshop. Using the same 

program, these stimuli had their saturation/color and lightness/darkness adjusted so as to 

homogenize the pictures. In Adobe Photoshop the facial pictures were removed from 
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their backgrounds, and put on a uniform white matte, so as to have the same background 

color. This same blank white background was used to back the fixation point, visual cues, 

and between-stimuli breaks, in order to control for background luminance and brightness 

(e.g. Long & Beaton, 1982). See Appendix B to see every adjusted facial stimulus. In 

order to display one face prominently for each trial, as opposed to an array of faces, as 

they were originally used, the faces were increased in size. This was done in the E-Prime 

program. The pictures’ sizes were adjusted so that they had a height of 7.5-7.75 cm and a 

width of 7 cm.  

Finally, pictures were arranged on the screen so that the center of the picture (the 

nose for faces) was placed in the center of the screen. It has been shown in previous 

studies examining reactions to unfamiliar faces (e.g. Bindemann et al., 2009) that noses 

are focused on more frequently than eyes or lips for the length of time that the facial 

stimuli were exposed. The superimposition of letter grids was such that the top row was 

superimposed over eye-level, the middle at nose-level, and the middle at mouth level. 

The facial stimuli were arranged this way because lips and eyes have been shown to be 

key factors in attractiveness (Hassebrauck, 1998). 

Partial report cues. 

Audio cues were used for partial report cues. High, medium, and low tones were 

employed corresponding to the top, middle, and bottom row, respectively, for partial 

report. Their tones were 975 hz, 550 hz, and 225 hz per second, respectively. Tones were 

played through Sennheiser HD 555 headphones at a comfortable volume.  
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Physical experiment set up. 

Participants had their chin placed on a chin-rest constructed out of wood, foam, 

and velvet. The chin-rest articulated from a lowest height of 20.32 cm, to 22.86 cm, to 

26.67 cm, to 30.48 cm, and a highest height of 34.29 cm. The chin-rest was constructed 

out of ash hardwood and plywood, and had a velvet and foam pillow for the chin. This 

chin-rest was used to minimize movement and keep view distance a constant, at 96.52 

cm. Participants’ vocal responses were recorded using a Olympus brand DS-40 Digital 

Voice Recorder. 

The stimuli were displayed on a Dell computer with a 1024 X 720 pixel screen. E-

Prime was used to create, order, display, and record the experiment. For each participant 

E-Prime created the combination of randomly generated letter grids and picture stimuli. 

E-Prime was used to record the each trial’s specific letter grid and picture for each 

participant. Experimenters used blue pens and black and white recording sheets to write 

down letters reported by participants.  

The experiment room was kept at the same brightness for each participant, lit by 

an OTT-Lite brand Vision Saver Natural Light fluorescent Desk Lamp, placed on the 

floor in front of the participant to the left. The wattage of the lamp was 13 W which is 

equal to approximately 60 W from an incandescent light source. The experiment took 

place in Humanities 10-C, a small lab in the basement of the New Paltz Humanities 

building. The height of the screen was adjusted so that the center of the screen would 

match the participant’s eye-line.  
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Post-experiment survey. 

 A survey was presented to participants at the end of the study combining 

previously validated scales measuring SOI (see Appendix C) and Jealousy (see Appendix 

D). In addition a seven-point likert scale measured sexual orientation. Fill-in-the-blank 

questions were presented for Gender and Relationship Status. 

The SOI scale is repeatedly used as a measure of unrestricted sexuality through 

behavior, attitude, and desire in studies of mating behavior. The SOI is used as a standard 

measure of promiscuity in evolutionary psychology papers (e.g. Maner et al., 2007). The 

scale is a composite score of three facets of socio-sexuality: Behavior, Attitude, and 

Desire. Three items investigating Behavior (e.g. “How many times have you had sex in 

the past month”) were answered on a scale from 1, meaning “0,” to 9, meaning “20 or 

more.” Three items investigating the Attitude facet (e.g., “Sex without love is OK.”) were 

answered on scale from 1, meaning “strongly disagree,” to 9, meaning “strongly agree.” 

Finally, three items investigating Desire (e.g. “How often do you have fantasies about 

having sex with someone with whom you do not have a committed romantic 

relationship?”) were answered on a scale of 1, meaning “Never,” to 9, meaning “at least 

once a day.” Penke and Asendorpf (2008) modified the original scale, created by 

Simpson and Gangestad (1991). 

 The Multi-dimensional Jealousy scale was originally created by Pfeiffer and 

Wong (1989) and has repeatedly been used as a scale of jealously and recently been 

argued to be related to mate guarding behavior (e.g., Sabini & Silver, 2005). The scale is 

a composite score of three categories of Jealousy: Cognitive, Behavioral, and Emotional. 

Each category was investigated by eight questions and each question was answered on a 
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7-point Likert scale. Cognitive questions asked the frequency of specific thoughts (e.g. “I 

suspect that X [My (actual, recent, or hypothetical) significant other] is secretly seeing 

someone of the opposite sex,”) with the answer scale ranging from 1, meaning “Never,” 

to 7, meaning “All the time.” Behavioral questions used a similar format to investigate 

the frequency of specific behaviors (e.g. “I look through X’s drawers, handbag, or 

pockets”) answered on the same scale. For questions in the Emotional category 

participants reported how they would react emotionally to situations (e.g. “X comments 

to you on how great looking a particular member of the opposite sex is”) on a scale from 

1, meaning “Very pleased,” to 7 meaning “Very upset.”  

A final measure of sexual orientation was constructed by modifying the Kinsey 

scale of sexuality (Kinsey et al., 1948) by asking participants how they most strongly 

identify on a scale of sexuality. The scale ranged from 0-6, 0 meaning “Asexual,” 1 

meaning “Completely heterosexual” to 6 “Completely homosexual.” In order to ensure a 

heterosexual sample, participants who scored above a 3 or below a 1 were excluded from 

data analysis. A measure of Relationship Status was constructed (“What is your 

relationship status? – Fill in the blank”). A measure of gender was constructed (“What is 

your gender? - Please fill in the blank”). These questions were combined into a single 

survey. See Appendix E for an example.  

Procedure. 

 Participant preparation. 

 When participants arrived, they were familiarized with the three tones by having 

them played in order from high to low through the headphones. Then, participants were 
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played the tones out of order and asked to identify them. When participants had correctly 

identified the tones in every possible order, the experiment continued.  

Condition order. 

The computerized portion of the experiment began with 40 practice trials; two 

blocks of 20 trials, for each report type. The practice trial blocks consisted of five sample 

stimuli of each of the four combined face type (e.g. Five Attractive Female Faces, five 

Attractive Male Faces, etc.). The order of the two report type blocks for these practice 

trials was randomly counterbalanced and pre-assigned for Report Type between each 

participant. Counterbalancing was done in either AB (Partial followed by the Whole 

block) or BA (Whole then Partial) order. Four experimental blocks of 20 trials each were 

then completed after the practice trials. This made for a total of 120 trials, 40 practice 

trials and 80 experimental trials.  

 Each experimental block of 20 investigated one of the conditions of the 

combination of the Facial Attraction and Facial Gender factors (e.g. Attractive Female, 

Attractive Male, Average Female, etc.). The order of the experimental conditions was 

counterbalanced between participants through E-Prime, with participants randomly 

assigned to one of 24 possible sequences. Each experimental block had two sets of 10 

trials, separated by Report Type. The order of the Report Type sets was the same as the 

order of the participants’ practice trials. The order of stimuli pictures (10 of each 

combined facial stimuli condition) and all letter grids were completely randomly 

generated within each Report Type set and experimental block for each participant. This 

organization was done through E-Prime. After each block of 20 experimental trials, the 

participant was offered a short break to get a drink of water or go to the bathroom if 
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required through a visual slide. Before each block, there were instructional prompts that 

overviewed the report task.  

 Screen display order. 

 Individual trials consisted of a fixation point, an inter-stimulus-interval (ISI), 

stimulus display, and cuing. The fixation point, “”, was displayed for 1000 ms in the 

center of the screen. The ISI consisted of a luminance-corrected, blank, white screen for 

200 ms. Combined stimuli were constructed as described earlier and displayed for 150 

ms. After the stimuli flashed on and off the screen, cuing occurred on a blank white slide, 

similar to the ISI screen. Cuing for partial report trials was done through the tones, as 

described earlier. Tones were sounded for 500 ms. Cuing for whole report trials was 

similar to the ISI, except that the screen was left blank until the participant indicated that 

they were ready for the next trial. See a visual representation of this display order in 

Appendix F.  

Behavioral data recording. 

Participants were instructed to respond to stimuli by saying aloud the letters they 

had seen. Before the experiment began and before each set of trials, the participants were 

instructed to say the letters they had seen out loud and given specific instructions for each 

report type. Instructions for partial report trials stated that the high tone indicated that 

participants were to report the top row only, the medium tone, the middle, and so on. 

Instructions for whole report trials stated that participants were to report as many of the 

letters they had seen as possible. Both sets of instructions asked the participant to respond 

out loud, clearly and quickly. Participants were told that trials were self-paced and to 

continue from one to the other when they were ready. To advance the experiment, 
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participants were instructed to click with the computer’s mouse once they were finished 

with a trial. When stimuli were presented the verbal results were recorded on the audio 

recorder and in writing by the experimenter in the room. 

Survey and debriefing. 

Once the computerized portion of the experiment was completed, participants 

were then asked to complete an “Exit Survey” that was in fact the survey described 

earlier. They were reminded that the participant code and their responses were the only 

thing connecting them to the study. The survey was answered by hand. No identifying 

information about the participants was attached to their survey answers. When their 

surveys were completed, participants placed their responses in a lock box without any 

interference by the experimenter. Participants were then compensated and fully debriefed 

with a written statement. See Appendix G for Debriefing statement.  

Data handling and scoring. 

Handwritten, physical report data were stored by subject number and later 

transcribed to digital spreadsheets and compared to the digital records concerning the 

specific letter grids that were randomly generated and the specific pictures used for each 

trial. Tape-recorded responses were independently scored by two experimenters 

generating two independent sets of summary data. A third researcher independently 

examined the two sets of summary data and reconciled major discrepancies by examining 

the digital records of the letter grids and pictures, and by having the first two 

experimenters rescore the tape-recordings when necessary, again independently of each 

other. 
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Responses were entered into an Excel worksheet that compared participants’ 

responses to trials’ letters to the trials’ Report Type and the actual displayed letters to 

create averages of participants’ overall percentile whole and partial report accuracy. This 

was done by creating the sum total of matches between reported letters and displayed 

letters. Subgroups of each combined factor (e.g. Partial Attractive Female) were created 

with a tally of the matching cases in each trial. This total was then divided by the product 

of the number of trials and possible correct for each report type. Whole report trials had a 

possible 12 correct for each trial, while partial report trials had only four possible correct 

for each trial. Partial report accuracy was created by first creating an overall score for 

each report row type (Upper, Middle, Lower) and averaging the three scores. 

Experiment I 

Results 

 Factors were combined to create letter report accuracy means and standard 

deviations for Attractive faces, Average face, Male face, and Female Face factors for 

both Female and Male participants (see Table 1). Survey data, specifically overall SOI 

and Jealousy scores, were calculated as outlined in Penke & Asendorpf (2008) and 

Pfeiffer & Wong (1989), respectively (see Table 4 for mean scores and standard 

deviations). 

 A 2X2X2X2 mixed factorial ANOVA was run comparing letter report accuracy 

by Report Type (Partial / Whole), Facial Gender (Female / Male), Facial Attraction 

(Attractive / Average), and Participant Gender (Female / Male) with repeated measures 

across the first three factors. The relationship of SOI and Jealousy to visual attention and 

gender have been explored by grouping participants into subsets of participants who 

scored at least one standard deviation above and below the average score of the survey 
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item. The sample size of this study yielded subsets of participants that were too small to 

examine in this fashion. A multiple regression analysis was employed to predict letter 

report accuracy, in order to compare thoughts and behaviors about promiscuity and 

perceived intra-gender threats to the experimental factors and to supplement the factorial 

ANOVA. The predictor variables, as well as SOI and Jealousy, were entered 

simultaneously. A 3X2 ANOVA was done to investigate possible accuracy effects for 

Row Type (Upper, Middle, and Lower) and Participant Gender (Female and Male). 

Factorial ANOVA. 

In the 2X2X2X2 factorial ANOVA, it was found that Report Type had a 

significant main effect such that overall Partial trial report accuracy was greater (M = 

0.479, SD = 0.135) than overall Whole trial report accuracy (M = 0.340, SD = 0.070). No 

other significant main effects or interactions were found. See Table 2 for full examination 

of the ANOVA main effects, effect size, and power. 

Multiple regression analysis. 

 Survey items. 

 Overall scores for the Socio-sexuality Index (Cronbach’s α = 0.692) and the 

Multi-Dimensional Jealousy (Cronbach’s α = 0.556) survey items were created as 

outlined in their original literature, by combining their sub-scales. These overall scores 

were used as predictors in the multiple regression for report accuracy; see Table 3 for 

their mean scores and standard deviations. 

Regression results. 

The model’s adjusted    was significantly higher than zero, F(6, 185) = 11.098, p 

< 0.001, adjusted    = 0.241. Report Type (Keyed Partial = 0, Whole = 1) significantly 
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predicted letter report accuracy, B = -0.139, t(185) = -7.684, p < 0.001. Letter report 

accuracy was also predicted by Jealousy, B = -0.026, t(185) = -2.302, p = 0.022. All 

results of the regression are shown in Table 4. 

Pearson correlations.   

 Several significant correlations were found between the predictor variables and 

letter report accuracy or other predictor variables. View the entire set of correlations in 

Table 5. Socio-sexuality and Participant Gender had a moderately strong positive 

relationship, r(190) = 0.599, p < 0.001. A similar, but weaker, relationship was found 

between Jealousy and Participant Gender, r(190) = 0.190, p = 0.004. Overall Jealousy 

and SOI scores had a weak negative relationship, r(190) = -0.122, p = 0.047. Correlations 

were found similar to those found in the regression; both report accuracy and Report 

Type, r(190) = -0.484, p < 0.000, and report accuracy and Jealousy, r(190) = -0.121, p = 

0.047 had weak moderate negative relationships.  

Row analysis. 

A 3X2 ANOVA was run examining Row preference (High, Medium, and Low) 

and Participant Gender. This analysis operationally defined Row accuracy as the overall 

score for the partial Row Type (Upper, Medium, Lower) that were averaged to create the 

Partial report score. It was found that accuracy did not significantly vary by Row Type, 

F(2,66) = 2.330, p = 0.105 (see Table 6).  

Experiment I 

Discussion 

 The Sperling Effect was replicated. Partial report trials had superior performance, 

compared to Whole. The experiment did no perfectly replicate previous partial report 
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designs in that no Row effects were found matching expected effects. It should be noted 

that the overall lack of predicted effects indicate that the Sperling effect is unaffected by 

mating drives and similar between genders; the lack of a Row effect such that attention is 

paid to the lips as research in attraction would predict (Bindeman et al., 2009). 

 Experiment I explored mating strategies and iconic memory by investigating 

various facial combination background stimuli. It was predicted that mating behaviors 

would manifest in lowered performance (letter report accuracy), in patterns shown in 

previous studies. The relationships of SOI and Jealousy to evolutionary influences on 

visual cognition were predicted to manifest as in previous studies. These relationships 

were explored through Pearson correlations, due to a lack of sample size. The overall lack 

of predicted effects indicated that the Sperling effect is unchanged by mating drives and 

between genders. The row analysis determined that, while the experiment did not 

perfectly replicate previous partial-report designs, facial backgrounds did not 

significantly affect the investigated cognitive mechanism. 

Facial factors. 

The first hypothesis of this experiment was that attractive facial backgrounds 

would be significantly deleterious to letter report accuracy. This has been shown to be 

null in the current study. Facial Attraction did not interact nor was it correlated with 

significantly any other factor. Neither was the Facial Gender factor, equally predicted to 

affect accuracy of opposite-gendered participants. Both of these results had very weak 

effect sizes and power, as well (see Table 2). These results suggest that iconic memory is 

not affected by mating behaviors and thought processes. 
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The sperling effect.  

 Only the second hypothesis of Experiment I was supported. The highly significant 

main effect for Report Type across all factors shows a significant replication of the 

Sperling Effect, if lessened in magnitude than in previous experiments. The effect size 

(   = 0.720) was very large for this result and the resulting power (β = 1.000) indicated a 

Type II error was very unlikely, despite the sample size used. Report Type was further 

shown to significantly predict accuracy in this experiment. Holding all other variables 

constant Whole report trials were 0.139 lower in accuracy than Partial report trails. The 

relationship was also demonstrated in a similar correlation. No interactions between 

Report Type, Facial Attraction, Facial Gender, or Participant Gender approached 

significance. This demonstrates a clear partial report superiority that is unaffected by any 

of the other factors of the experiment. This suggests that there is no inherit difference 

between male and female iconic attention, regardless of facial stimuli. 

Survey items. 

Both SOI and Jealousy were significantly related to Participant Gender. A 

positive correlation with the Participant Gender dummy variable (Female = 0, Male = 1) 

indicates that Male participants had higher overall SOI and Jealousy scores. Therefore, 

though we have not fully investigated attitudes and behaviors related to mating behaviors, 

the lack of significant effects related to Participant Gender implies that SOI and Jealousy 

have little relation to iconic memory for facial stimuli.  

However, overall Jealousy scores were found to significantly predict accuracy. It 

was found that, when all other factors were held constant, an increase of one unit of 

Jealousy lowers accuracy by 0.026 (see Table 4). A weak correlation also displayed a 
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similar relationship between the two variables (see Table 5). This marginal, overall, 

deleterious effect related to Jealousy was not predicted, and does not follow previously 

established trends of Jealousy that only significantly affected either participants primed 

with jealousy-imagery or those in a relationship. Accuracy was not affected in a way that 

would model intra-gender, mate guarding behavior (i.e. lower accuracy for trials with 

same-sex attractive faces) that would typically interact with high Jealousy levels. These 

effects are small and weak enough to be negligible and may be an artifact of the sample 

of this study.  

The negative correlation between Jealousy and Socio-sexuality that was found is 

supported by previous conceptual theory and research. Jealousy is related to mate-

guarding and lowered mate seeking behavior and is found in humans with (perceived) 

strong relationships with few partners. Socio-sexuality is a measure of promiscuity and is 

related to high mate seeking behavior and more likely to pursue many relationships with 

weak connections.  

Row type. 

The lack of significant preference for Row Type suggests further that 

evolutionary precepts do not have a direct effect on the icon. Though the Row Type 

analysis only investigated results of the Partial report trials, the nature of the Sperling 

design exposes the participant to the possible effects of the background before the cue 

occurs, so that the conclusions drawn from the analysis are applicable overall.  This 

analysis was done in order to compare the pattern of Row accuracy to previous Cognitive 

studies and possible patterns mating behaviors would engender. Mate-seeking behaviors 

would have participants focus overly on the nose, mouth and eyes in this order. There 
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was no preference for the Middle row, which was superimposed on the nose of facial 

stimuli. This result implies that facial recognition may not significantly affect iconic 

memory.  This result also suggests that the novel design of this study may not directly 

replicate the Sperling Effect as found in previous experiments. The difficulties in this 

study’s design related to this lack of replication are discussed in full in the General 

Discussion section. 

  Experiment II 

 Experiment II was primarily run in order to compare the effects of attractive faces 

on iconic memory to the effects of a non-face background (Flower) and the lack of a 

background (Original). Experiment I was unable to incorporate the Original (Blank) 

stimulus would not permit a fully crossed factorial design that lent itself to a factorial 

ANOVA. Nevertheless it was important to include this control. In anticipation of the 

Original trials resulting in superior performance in comparison to facial backgrounds, a 

non-face background image control was included. The Flower background stimulus was 

not considered to be stimulus which related to mating strategies.  Further, the experiment 

only included one specific Female and one Male attractive face in order to trigger any 

possible affects mating strategies consonant with Evolutionary Psychology occur in 

iconic memory. This experiment would examine whether facial backgrounds have a 

specific effect on iconic memory, if modifying the background effects the icon, and how 

the effects of background stimuli compare to a lack of background stimuli. 

The letter report accuracy of modified Sperling displays was compared to displays 

backed by a plain white background, as originally used by Sperling, and a Flower (a non-

face object). The two facial stimuli, one Male and one Female, that were chosen were 

both Attractive faces, with similar lighting, skin tone, and hair. This was done in order to 
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maximize the possible deleterious effects from the facial background on iconic memory 

in order to compare them to the effects of other stimuli. Additionally the two faces 

chosen were the most direct facing of the viewer of all the stimuli of Experiment I. Facial 

report accuracy was compared to the accuracy of Original and Flower letter displays, in 

order to determine whether report accuracy varied due to the presence of a face. The 

flower was used as it was a similar shape to the face and faced the participant directly, 

but was a non-face background object. Comparing facial, non-facial, and original 

displays it was possible to examine whether the inclusion of any background affected 

letter report accuracy, and how facial stimuli affected letter report accuracy compared to 

non-facial stimuli. The first and second experiment could not be combined as it would 

not be statistically viable.  

Experiment II 

Method 

Design. 

 The second study was a mixed 2X4X2 design, for Report Type (Partial / Whole), 

Stimulus Type (Female Face / Male Face / Flower / Original), and Participant Gender 

(Female / Male) with repeated measures across the first two factors. 

Participants. 

 Participants for this study consisted of the same demographic as in Experiment I. 

There were 34 participants recruited for the second experiment. Five participants were 

excluded from the original sample because they exceed the error criteria. One participant 

was excluded as she were not in the acceptable range of Sexual Orientation. Twenty eight 
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participants, 13 Male, remained in the final sample for Experiment II. Participants were 

recruited and compensated in a similar fashion to those in Experiment I. 

Materials. 

 Flower background. 

 The only new material included in Experiment II was the Flower stimulus used as 

a background for trials in the computerized part of the experiment. The Flower had 

similar color, size, and luminance adjustments made as those to all the faces in 

Experiment 1 applied to it. The flower had a height of 6.75 cm and a width of 8 cm and 

subtended 4.75˚. See Appendix H for an example slide. 

 Repeated background stimuli. 

 Only one individual Attractive Male face and one Attractive Female face were 

chosen to use repeatedly throughout the face trials. These faces were chosen from the 

Maner et al. (2007) faces, specifically because they looked directly forward, towards the 

participant, the most. The male face had a height of 7.5 cm and width of 7 cm and 

subtended 4.45 ˚. The female face had a height of 7.75 cm and width of 7 cm and 

subtended 4.45 ˚. See Appendix I for example slides. 

 Other experimental material. 

 The same headphones, chin rest, computer screen, audio recorder, lamp, and 

survey were used as in the previous study. 
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Procedure.  

 Participant preparation. 

 When participants arrived, they were familiarized and tested on the cue tones as in 

Experiment I. When participants had correctly identified the tones in every possible 

order, the experiment continued.  

Condition Order. 

The computerized portion of the experiment began with 40 practice trials; two 

blocks of 20 for each report type. The practice trial blocks consisted of five trials of each 

Stimulus Type. The order of report type blocks for these practice trials were randomly 

counterbalanced for report type between each participant. This was done in either AB 

(Partial then Whole blocks) or BA (Whole followed by Partial) order. Four blocks of 20 

experimental trials were then completed after the practice trials. This made for a total of 

120 trials, 40 practice trials and 80 experimental trials. Each experimental block of 20 

contained only trials of one Stimulus Type (Female Face, Male Face, Flower, or 

Original). The order of these experimental blocks was counterbalanced between 

participants through E-Prime by experimental block. Each block of specific facial stimuli 

had two sets of 10 trials, separated by Report Type. The order of the Report Type sets 

was the same as the order of the participants’ practice trials. After each block of 20 

experimental trials, the participant was offered a short break to get a drink of water or go 

to the bathroom if required through a visual slide. Before each block, there were 

instructional prompts.  
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Screen display order. 

The order and display length of the fixation point, ISI, combined stimuli, and 

cuing was done as described in Experiment I. See a visual representation of this display 

order in Appendix F.  

Behavioral data recording. 

Instructions for and recording of behavioral data were performed as described in 

the previous experiment. Participants were told that all trials were self-paced and to 

continue from one to the other when they were ready. To advance the experiment, 

participants were instructed to click with the computer’s mouse once they were finished 

with a trial. 

Survey and debriefing. 

Once the computerized portion of the experiment was completed, participants 

were then asked to complete an “Exit Survey” that was in fact the survey described 

earlier. They were reminded that the participant code and their responses were the only 

thing connecting them to the study. The survey was answered and collected as described 

in Experiment I. After the survey participants were full debriefed and compensated. See 

Appendix G for Debriefing statement.  

Data handling and scoring. 

Data storage, transcription, and reconciliation were handled as described in 

Experiment I. Electronic scoring was similarly done through an Excel worksheet, 

comparing participant responses to the actual trial letters and that trial’s Report Type. 

Subgroups of each combined factor (e.g. Partial Flower, Whole Female Face, etc…) were 
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created with a tally of the matching cases in each trial. Total average scores for each 

factor were created as described in Experiment I. 

Experiment II 

Results 

 This experiment was very similar to the previous study in terms of data handling 

and exclusion criteria. Factors were created by comparing displayed letter data and 

reported letter data. The factors for this experiment were combined to create means for 

factors of Partial and Whole conditions combined with the conditions of Stimulus Type 

and Participant Gender (see Table 7). 

A 2X4X2 mixed factorial ANOVA was run comparing letter report accuracy by 

Report Type (Partial / Whole), Stimulus Type (Female Face / Male Face / Flower / 

Original), and Participant Gender (Female / Male) with repeated measures across the first 

two variables. Additional post-hoc ANOVAs and t-tests were run to investigate any 

complex interactions. Post-hoc Tukey’s LSD tests occurred to investigate the differences 

between the conditions of Stimulus Type. The upper and lower quartiles of Jealousy and 

SOI that were created were not a large enough sample size to investigate, as in previous 

studies to investigate. Similar to the previous experiment, a multiple regression analysis 

was employed to predict letter report accuracy, in order to compare thoughts and 

behaviors about promiscuity and intra-gender threats to the experiment and to supplement 

the factorial ANOVA. The predictor variables, including SOI and Jealousy were entered 

simultaneously with the other factors in this study. A 3X2 ANOVA was done to 

investigate possible accuracy effects for Row Type (Upper, Medium, and Lower) and 

Participant Gender (Female and Male).  
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Factorial ANOVA. 

Main effects of factorial ANOVA. 

A main effect within the 2X4X2 ANOVA was found for Report Type, such that 

Partial report trials had higher report accuracy (M = 0.412, SD = 0.152) than Whole 

report trials (M = 0.323, SD = 0.061). See Table 8 for an investigation of specific 

interactions, all main effects, and their related effect sizes, and power of the ANOVA. A 

main effect was found for Stimulus Type. Post-hoc Tukey’s LSD tests revealed the effect 

for Stimulus Type manifested in significant differences between the report accuracy of 

Female Face trials (M = 0.334, SD = 0.117), p < 0.001, Male Face trials (M = 0.35, SD = 

0.141), p = 0.001, and Flower trials (M = 0.353, SD = 0.152), p = 0.005, as compared to 

the Original stimulus condition, such that such that Original trials (M = 0.395 SD = 

0.147) resulted in significantly higher performance than each other condition. A main 

effect for Participant Gender was found, such that Male participants had higher accuracy 

overall (M = 0.411, SD = 0.085) than Female participants (M = 0.330, SD = 0.098). 

The three-way interaction and post-hoc analyses. 

A three-way interaction between Report Type, Stimulus Type, and Participant 

Gender was found. Select post-hoc paired-samples t-tests revealed that Male participants 

scored significantly higher on Partial report tasks, compared to Whole report tasks for 

every Stimulus Type condition except the Flower condition: Female Face, t(12) = 2.417, 

p = 0.033, d = 0.844; Male Face, t(12) = 5.279, p <0.001, d = 1.570; Original,  t(12) = 

4.661,  p = 0.001, d = 1.644; Flower, t(12) = 1.031, p = 0.323, d = 0.390 (see Table 7 for 

conditions’ means and standard deviations). Female participants showed no significant 
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difference between the Partial and Whole conditions of Report Type as a function of 

Stimulus Type (see Appendix J for an illustration of these differences). 

Post-hoc independent t-tests were run to compare Participant Gender by Report 

and Stimulus Type (see Appendix J for an illustration of these differences). Significant 

differences were found such that Male participants had higher report accuracy for Partial 

report Female Face trials, t(26) = -2.343,  p = 0.027, d = -0.919; Male Face trials, t(26) = 

-3.504, p = 0.002, d = -1.374; and Original trials, t(26) =  -3.329, p = 0.003, d = -1.306 

compared to Female participants. Significant differences were found such that Male 

participants had higher accuracy than their female counterparts for Whole report Female 

Face trials, t(26) = -3.148, p = 0.004, d = -1.235 and Flower trials, t(26) = -3.696, p = 

0.001, d = -1.45 (see Table 7 for factor means and standard deviations). 

A series of post-hoc, mixed ANOVAs with selected data sets were run in order to 

investigate Stimulus Type as a function of Report Type and Participant Gender, with 

repeated measures across the first two factors. A simple effect was found for Partial trial 

accuracy by Male participants, F(3,36) = 4.605, p = 0.008,    = 0.277, β = 0.853. Post-

hoc LSD tests displayed that Male participant’s accuracy on Original trials was 

significantly higher than Female Face trials, p = 0.049, and Flower trials, p = 0.018 for 

Partial trials (see Table 7 for the conditions’ means and SDs). A simple effect was found 

for Partial trial performance by Female participants, F(3,42) = 3.007, p = 0.041,    = 

0.177, β = 0.667. Post-hoc LSD tests displayed that Original trials were significantly 

higher in accuracy than Female Face trials, p = 0.049, and Male Face trials, p = 0.038. A 

simple effect was found for Whole report trials with Female participants, F(3,42) = 4.104, 

p = 0.012,    = 0.227, β = 0.812. Post-hoc LSD tests displayed that Original trials were 
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significantly higher in report accuracy than Female Face trials, p = 0.018, Male Face 

trials, p = 0.002, and Flower trials, p = 0.031 (see Table 7).  

Multiple regression analysis. 

 Survey items. 

 An overall score for SOI was created (Cronbach’s α = 0.515) by creating a mean 

of the three sub-scales. An overall score for Jealousy was not viable, as Cronbach’s α was 

less than 0.5 (Cronbach’s α = 0.453), and so the three sub-scales were used as individual 

predictors: Cognitive, Emotional, and Behavioral Jealousy. See Table 9 for means and 

standard deviations for each score. 

Regression results. 

The model was found to significantly predict letter report accuracy, F(7, 216) = 

10.309, p < 0.001, adjusted    = 0.226.  Report Type (Keyed Partial = 0, Whole = 1) 

significantly predicted report accuracy B = -0.086, t(216) = -5.176, p < 0.001. Report 

accuracy was predicted by Stimulus Type (Keyed Female Face = 0, Male Face =1, 

Flower = 2, Original = 3), as well, B = 0.019, t(216) = 2.508, p = 0.013. Participant 

Gender (Keyed Female = 0, Male = 1) predicted letter report accuracy, B = 0.105, t(216) 

= 6.086, p < 0.001. See all results from the multiple regression in Table 10. 

Pearson correlations.  

Significant relationships were found between the predictor variables and letter 

report accuracy as well as other predictor variables. Report Type and accuracy were 

shown to have a significant moderate relationship r(222) = -0.305, p < 0.001.  Letter 

report accuracy and Stimulus Type displayed a weak positive correlation, r(222) = 

0.148, p = 0.014. Participant Gender and report accuracy had a similar moderate 
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relationship r(222) = 0.353, p < 0.001. Cognitive Jealousy, r(222) = -0.247, p <0.001, 

and Emotional Jealousy, r(222) = -0.186, p =0.003, each had a weak negative 

relationship with Participant Gender. Cognitive Jealousy and SOI had a weak 

positive relationship, r(222) = 0.231, p < 0.001. Both Emotional Jealousy, r(222) = 

0.364, p < 0.001, and Behavioral Jealousy, r(222) = 0.314, p < 0.001, had a moderate 

positive relationship with Cognitive Jealousy. All correlation results can be found in 

Table 11. 

Row type. 

A 3X2 ANOVA was run examining Row Type (Upper, Medium, and Lower) and 

Participant Gender. This analysis was defined and run similar to the Row Type analysis 

in Experiment I. It was found that there was a significant main effect for Row Type (see 

Table 12). Further analysis revealed that the effect occurred such that Lower row trials 

(M = 0.325, SD = 0.034) were significantly lower than both Upper row trials (M = 0.459, 

SD = 0.34), p = 0.008, and Middle row trials (M = 0.422, SD = 0.034), p = 0.05. Row 

Type was not shown to interact with Participant Gender. 

As Row Type did not vary as part of the repeated measure design, it could not be 

compared to the related experimental factors without examining each combination of 

conditions as a separate participant. This analysis would drastically increase in degrees of 

freedom and lower in effect size and power. Only the between subject variable 

(Participant Gender) was examined with the Row variables. 
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Experiment II 

Discussion 

Experiment II used only one attractive Female and Male face and repeatedly 

presented these stimuli for in the related facial trials. Control conditions of Original 

(Blank) and Flower backgrounds were also used. Experiment II examined the difference 

between facial and non-facial background types. It was predicted that the facial stimuli 

would be lower than the Flower background trials, and the deleterious relationships to 

iconic memory would manifest in ways displayed in previous studies on mating 

behaviors. It was predicted that participants’ scores on SOI and the sub-sets of Jealousy 

would affect these relationships as displayed in previous literature. These results were not 

found.  In order to explore if the experiment had successfully replicated previous partial 

report designs, Original trials were compared on Report Type. Replication of previous 

partial report designs was hypothesized to occur if partial report superiority was found 

overall for the experiment, as well as if Row type did not vary as predicted by previous 

facial and mating studies. While the experiment did not fully replicate previous Sperling 

designs, it did explore the differences between Stimulus Type. Possible difficulties with 

this study are discussed in the next section. 

Comparing background stimuli. 

It was hypothesized that the Facial and Flower stimuli would significantly differ, 

according to patterns seen previously related to mating strategies. It was hypothesized 

that this result would occur such that participants would have significantly lower 

accuracy for opposite-gendered facial background trials compared to the flower stimuli. 

This hypothesis of the experiment was found to be null, as no differences between 
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background stimuli were found in the hypothesized directions, nor were any interactions 

of Stimulus Type and Participant Gender. The only significant finding for Stimulus Type 

was a main effect such that Original trials had significantly higher accuracy than all other 

Stimulus Type trials. Stimulus Type also predicted accuracy positively in the multiple 

regression, most likely due to Original trials being dummy coded at the highest value 

(Female Face = 0, Male Face = 1, etc.). There was no significant difference in the mean 

accuracy of Female Face, Male Face, and Flower trials found in the ANOVA.  The main 

effect of Stimulus Type did not differ in the way predicted at all, indicating only a 

moderate replication of past investigations of iconic memory, and no evidence of the 

effects of mating behaviors.  

The three-way interaction in the ANOVA may lead some readers to suggest an 

interaction between Participant Gender and Stimulus Type occurred that modeled 

previous evolutionary studies: specifically, that Male and Female participants’ accuracy 

had varied significantly by Attractive Male and Female Face trials, reflecting possible 

displays of mating strategies at the iconic level. However, the results do not display this 

effect. Consistently, simple effects were found in which Original trials were had higher 

accuracy, compared to other conditions of Stimulus Type, while all other conditions were 

not significantly different. Male participants were found to have significantly higher 

accuracy for both facial stimuli conditions, compared to their Female counterparts during 

partial report trials. This result does not follow predicted patterns of mating strategies 

affecting visual attention, and was explained by a main effect found  for Participant 

Gender such that male participants had overall higher accuracy than females. The lack of 

significant differences between Flower and both Facial conditions indicates that the 
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manipulation of this experiment, Stimulus Type, does not affect iconic memory in a 

manner consistent with Evolutionary Psychology theory.  

In the multiple regression, it was found that when all other variables are held 

constant, Male participants typically have 0.019 higher accuracy than their Female 

counterparts. This will be discussed later.   

Survey items. 

 The third hypothesis of this experiment posited that SOI and Jealousy measures, 

in concert with mating strategies, would significantly affect letter report accuracy, 

especially for Facial Stimulus Type conditions. Specifically, participants with high SOI 

would have lower accuracy for inter-gender facial stimuli and high Jealousy would have 

lower accuracy for intra-gender facial stimuli. The sub-sets of Jealousy were predicted to 

have similar effects to accuracy as overall Jealousy. However, no significant relationships 

were found in the multiple regression that model the predicted effects of SOI or Jealousy. 

Both Cognitive and Emotional Jealousy have a weak, negative relationship to Participant 

Gender (Female = 0, Male =1). This reflects the higher scores of Female participants, 

compared to their Male counterparts (see Table 9). However, Female participants did not 

vary as high Jealousy would predict. 

Sperling effect. 

 It was hypothesized that the Sperling Effect would be replicated across each 

condition of Stimulus Type. A main effect was found for Report Type such that there was 

significant partial report superiority. Additionally, Report Type (Partial = 0, Whole = 1) 

was found that to predict accuracy in the multiple regression such that Partial report was 

0.086 higher in accuracy than Whole, when all other factors were held constant. When 
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the interaction between Report Type, Stimulus Type, and Participant Gender was fully 

investigated, however, the partial-superiority effect was only significantly found for Male 

participants for either type of Facial trials and Original trials. The lack of complete 

support of this hypothesis supports earlier assertions that Stimulus Type may have a 

deleterious effect on iconic memory. The lowered accuracies are not in direction 

predicted by mating theory related to visual attention, as Facial stimuli are not uniquely 

lower or higher than other Stimulus Type condition. Overall, Female participants had no 

significant replication of the Sperling Effect in any of the Stimulus Type trials. The only 

condition of Stimulus Type to not replicate the Sperling Effect in both conditions of 

Participant Gender is the Flower condition. This will be discussed in a later section.  

Original trials. 

 It was hypothesized that the Original trials would replicate the Sperling Effect. 

The overall main effect for Report Type suggests that partial report superiority was 

displayed for every condition. However, investigating the three way interaction between 

Report Type, Stimulus Type, and Participant Gender showed that only Male participants 

displayed significant partial report superiority for Original stimulus trials. Additionally, 

possible errors with the design of the overall methodology of this study will be discussed 

in full in the General Discussion section.  

 The Original condition was singularly different from all other levels of Stimulus 

Type. Visually, it differed from the pictorial backgrounds in both contrast from the letter 

grids and size. Though Original trials were backed with a luminance-adjusted white 

background, displayed letters grids may still have been more salient as the contrasted 

with the white background more than the pictorial backgrounds. The sized of the Original 
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trial letter grid was not increased to a comparable size of the pictorial backgrounds. This 

lowered visual angle may have also increased saliency or aided the Sperling Effect. 

Row type. 

 Investigating the significant main effect for Row Type indicated that Upper and 

Middle row trials are significantly higher in accuracy than Lower row trials, as shown in 

standard iconic memory research. A theorized lower accuracy level related to mating 

strategies for Middle row trails due to preference to focus on noses was not found. Nor 

was a preference for Lower trials found due to attraction towards lips. The replication of 

previous iconic research with preference for both the Upper and Middle rows may be due 

to the addition of, non-face, Original and Flower trials. Additionally it may be display of 

the lack of effect of mating behaviors on iconic memory, as shown in Experiment I. 

Three-way interaction. 

 Though Whole report accuracy was never higher than Partial report accuracy, the 

lack of significant results for Female participants indicates there may be some differences 

between the Female and Male gender samples in this experiment. As mentioned earlier, 

the Female sample of Experiment II varied from the Male sample in that they had 

significantly higher levels of Cognitive and Emotional Jealousy. It may be suggested that 

the higher levels of these subscales of Jealousy are related to the overall poor accuracy by 

Female participants in Experiment II.  

However, no significant difference was found between the different Male and Female 

Face conditions of Stimulus Type that would reflect mate guarding behavior (e.g 

.lowered accuracy for Female Face trials compared to Male Face trials) for Female 

participants (see Appendix J for a visual representation of these conditions). Higher 
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levels of Cognitive and Emotional Jealousy would not account for the lower accuracy of 

Original and Flower trials. No sub-set of Jealousy predicted lower accuracy, as in 

Experiment I. 

It may be argued that the lack of significant replication of the Sperling effect in 

the Flower condition indicates a deleterious effect the Flower non-face object has on 

iconic memory and that multiple stimuli types have a deleterious effect on the Female 

iconic memory. Neither argument is supported by previous evolutionary psychology 

theory. Additionally, in no exploration of the interaction was a simple effect shown in 

which Male or Female face trials were significantly different than each other or the 

Flower trials in accuracy. This indicates that background images, more than facial 

backgrounds, affect the icon. The effect of colors and shapes on iconic memory has been 

investigated in previous cognitive research but never in relationship to facial or flower 

stimuli, to the authors’ knowledge. The repeated background images, compared to the 10 

various images that were used for the previous experiment, appears to have disrupted the 

Sperling effect in Experiment II. For both genders of participants, partial report was 

lowered. Only one attractive face was chosen for the both the Male and Female face trials 

and only one flower was chosen for the Flower trials. The lack of variation between 

background trials in the Sperling task may be deleterious to report accuracy for 

participants. To the authors’ knowledge no previous research has found this result overall 

for non-face (Flower) objects or for specifically female samples. Future research should 

explore to investigate this area. As the Female sample of this experiment did not display 

partial report superiority, it may be related to this experimental sample. Further issues 
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with the experimental design, which are shared with Experiment I will be fully examined 

in the next section. 

General Discussion 

Evolutionary Psychology and Cognition 

 This research investigated whether some classic precepts of evolutionary 

psychology affected a classic experimental paradigm in cognitive psychology, the 

Sperling effect. In both studies, letter report accuracy did not vary by factors consistent 

with the notion of evolutionary constraints on cognitive processing. These results further 

suggest that the relationships between mating strategies and visual attention found in 

previous studies do not extend to iconic memory. It may be argued that there is a lack of 

these relationships due to the automaticity of iconic memory (Vázquez, Earl, & Lillard, 

2013). Mating strategies seem to be prominent when participants are given multiple 

seconds to examine the displayed images. The results of previous mating-related studies, 

compared to the findings of this study, suggest that mating behaviors are top-down, 

perceptual mechanisms, rather than basic cognitive mechanisms tied to attention on an 

immediate level. Another possibility is that mating behaviors only affect visual attention 

when primed either by being exposed to the stimuli multiple times (e.g. Maner et al., 

2003) or by being exposed to material related to the mating behavior visual attention is 

tested (e.g. Maner et al., 2007). The results of this study indicate that iconic memory does 

not vary by gender as a result of previously theorized mating strategies. Whether iconic 

memory is a similar cognitive mechanism between Female and Male members of the 

same group is still arguable. The lack of any replication of the Sperling Effect for 
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Females in Experiment II may indicate a gender difference in iconic memory related to 

repeated stimuli and their saliency.  

Mating Attitudes and Behaviors 

 High levels of socio-sexuality and multi-dimensional jealousy have been related 

to increased displays in mate selection and mate guarding behaviors, respectively, in 

previous literature. Difficulty fully examining the relationship of SOI and Jealousy in this 

study was related to the small sample size. As stated earlier, High and Low groups 

created of both Jealousy and SOI were too small to properly analyze in an ANOVA. In 

both experiments scores on Jealousy and SOI survey items were not significantly related 

to Participant Gender, Facial Gender, Facial Attraction, or Stimulus Type in a way that 

reflected their established relationships with mating strategies. 

Replication of the Sperling Effect 

 Iconic memory is exemplified by the phenomenon of partial report superiority. 

Main effects for partial report superiority were found in both experiments. Therefore it is 

reasonable to state that, the Sperling Effect was replicated in various extents in both 

experiments. Investigating report accuracy for each combination of conditions in both 

experiments displayed partial report accuracy being higher than whole report accuracy, 

even when this difference was not significant (see Tables 1 and 7). Overall, participants 

in Experiment I were 47% accurate in partial trials, compared to 34% whole report 

accuracy. In Experiment II the gap between partial and whole accuracy was less, 41% 

and 32%, respectively. These accuracy scores are not similar to the typical 75% partial 

and 33% whole report accuracies displayed in previous research on iconic memory (e.g. 
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Sperling, 1960). Difficulties present in each experiment of this study may explain the 

lack of such an impressive difference between report types. 

Non-repetitive, shifting backgrounds (Experiment I) may affect the icon in 

significantly different ways than repetitive backgrounds (Experiment II). Repetitive 

background stimuli may be more salient, and therefore more deleterious to the Sperling 

task, compared to non-repetitive stimuli, that may be less salient, as the participant 

focuses on the letter stimuli. Variations in the repetition of background stimuli may be 

related to the difference in overall accuracy of the study compared to previous 

experiments, as well as the lack of complete replication of the Sperling Effect in 

Experiment II for specific background stimuli and the Female Sample. 

Limitations and Future Research 

 Lack of training. 

 Previous experiments investigating the iconic memory typically use a larger 

number of practice trials and have trained participants on the Sperling task, sometimes for 

days, in sessions before recording their results (see Long, 1980 for a review). The 40 

practice trials used in this study may have been too few to train the cognitive mechanism 

to a level comparable to previous experiments. This lack of training may a reason behind 

the lack of previously found large gaps between partial and whole report accuracies in 

both experiments. However, it does not explain the selective nature of the lack of the 

Sperling Effect in Experiment II. 

 Computerized and adjusted display. 

The use of a computer for a Sperling study is novel compared to previous studies. 

Previous investigations into iconic memory have typically used a projector and slides or a 
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tachistoscope rather than an illuminated computer screen. These experiments typically 

had a larger displayed stimulus with a greater viewing distance. In this study, the visual 

angle was kept similar to previous Sperling experiments. The experimenters kept the 

display ratio, brightness, and volume of the experimental computer constant. 

 The background stimuli in this study are a novel manipulation and are not a 

replication of any previous research with the Sperling Effect. Luminance, color, and size 

were all controlled for to the extent of this lab’s capabilities; however, the background 

stimuli for this study were not uniform. Backgrounds may still have varied in luminance, 

which has been shown to affect the icon (Long & Beaton, 1982). 

            One may question whether the lack of significance for facial attractiveness was 

due to the possibility that the faces originally used in previous studies were obscured by 

the letter matrices used in the present research. Without any explicit information 

regarding stimulus size or visual angle reported by Maner et al. (2003), and given that 

they used complex displays of up to 15 faces at a time, we estimate that our single-face 

displays were certainly larger than theirs. Further, the facial stimuli in our study extended 

beyond the borders of the letter matrices in our study. 

 Future research. 

 Future studies should examine the effects of background stimuli on iconic 

memory beyond the investigations of this study. Maintaining luminance and adjusting 

backgrounds to be homogenized as possible would control more completely for possible 

variance in visual stimuli. A larger sample size would enable an investigation of SOI and 

Jealousy as previously done in Evolutionary Psychology literature.  
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Appendix A 

 

Example Original Letter Slide 
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Appendix B 

 

Please note all copyrighted material has been removed from this copy of the paper.  
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Appendix C 

Original Socio-sexuality Scale 
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Appendix D 

 

Original Multi-dimensional Jealousy Scale  
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Appendix E 

Actual Survey of Combined Measures 

 

For the following questions please substitute your most recent, current, or potential 

romantic partner for X. Answer on a scale from 1 – 7, 1 being “Never” and 7 being 

“All the time”. 

 

 How often do you have the following thoughts about X? 

 

1) I suspect that X is secretly seeing someone of the opposite sex.  

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7  

 

2) I am worried that some member of the opposite sex may be chasing after X 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7  

 

3) I suspect that X may be attracted to someone else. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

4) I suspect that X may be physically intimate with another member of the opposite 

sex behind my back. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

5) I think that some members of the opposite sex may be romantically interested in 

X 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

6) I am worried that someone of the opposite sex is trying to seduce X. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

7) I think that X is secretly developing an intimate relationship with someone of the 

opposite sex. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

8) I suspect that X is crazy about members of the opposite sex.  

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

For the following questions please fill in the blanks as accurately and honestly as 

possible. You are not required to answer any questions that make you 

uncomfortable. 

 

9) With how many different partners have you had sex (sexual intercourse) within 

the past 12 months?  

1. 0 

2. 1 

3. 2 

4. 3 
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5. 4 

6. 5-6 

7. 7-9 

8. 10-19 

9. 20 or more 

 

10) With how many different partners have you had sexual intercourse on one and 

only one occasion?  

1. 0 

2. 1 

3. 2 

4. 3 

5. 4 

6. 5-6 

7. 7-9 

8. 10-19 

9. 20 or more 

 

 

11) With how many different partners have you had sexual intercourse without having 

an interest in a long-term committed relationship with this person?  

1. 0 

2. 1 

3. 2 

4. 3 

5. 4 

6. 5-6 

7. 7-9 

8. 10-19 

9. 20 or more 

 

For the following questions please substitute your most recent, current, or potential 

romantic partner for X. Answer on a scale from 1 – 7, 1 being “Very pleased” and 7 

being “Very Upset”. 

 

 How would you emotionally react to the following situations? 

 

12) X comments to you on how great looking a particular member of the opposite sex 

is. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

13) X shows a great deal of interest or excitement in talking to someone of the 

opposite sex. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

14) X smiles in a very friendly manner to someone of the opposite sex. 
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1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

15) A member of the opposite sex is trying to get close to X all the time. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

16) X is flirting with someone of the opposite sex. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

17) Someone of the opposite sex is dating X. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

18) X hugs and kisses someone of the opposite sex. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

19) X works very closely with a member of the opposite sex (in school or office). 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

For the following questions please answer on a scale of 1 – 9, 1 being “I strongly 

disagree” 9 being “I strongly agree”. You are not required to answer any questions 

that make you uncomfortable. 

 

20) Sex without love is OK. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9  

 

21) I can imagine myself being comfortable and enjoying “casual” sex with different 

partners. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 

 

22) I do not want to have sex with a person until I am sure that we will have a long-

term, serious relationship. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 

 

For the following questions please substitute your most recent, current, or potential 

romantic partner for X. Answer on a scale from 1 – 7, 1 being “Never” and 7 being 

“All the time”. 

 

 How often do you engage in the following behaviors? 

 

23) I look through X’s drawers, handbag, or pockets. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

24) I call X unexpectedly, just to see if he or she is there. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

25) I question X about previous or present romantic relationships. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 
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26) I say something nasty about someone of the opposite sex if X shows an interest in 

that person. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

27) I question X about his or her telephone calls. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

28) I question X about his or her whereabouts. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

29) I join in whenever I see X talking to a member of the opposite sex. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

30) I pay X a surprise visit just to see who is with him or her. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 

 

Please answer the following questions using the scales provided. You are not 

required to answer any questions that make you uncomfortable. 

 

31) How often do you have fantasies about having sex with someone with whom you 

do not have a committed romantic relationship? 

1. Never 

2. Very Seldom 

3. About Once Every Two or Three Months 

4. About Once a Month 

5. About Once Every Two Weeks 

6. About Once a Week 

7. Several Times Per Week 

8. Nearly Every Day 

9. At Least Once a Day 

 

32) Rate yourself on a scale of 0 – 6, 0 being “Asexual”, 1 being “Completely 

heterosexual,” and 6 being “Completely homosexual”. 

0     -     1  – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 

 

 

33) How often do you experience sexual arousal when you are in contact with 

someone with whom you do not have a committed romantic relationship?  

1. Never 

2. Very Seldom 

3. About Once Every Two or Three Months 

4. About Once a Month 

5. About Once Every Two Weeks 

6. About Once a Week 

7. Several Times Per Week 
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8. Nearly Every Day 

9. At Least Once a Day 

 

 

34) What is your gender?     

 ______________________________ 

 

35) In everyday life, how often do you have spontaneous fantasies about having sex 

with someone you have just met? 

1. Never 

2. Very Seldom 

3. About Once Every Two or Three Months 

4. About Once a Month 

5. About Once Every Two Weeks 

6. About Once a Week 

7. Several Times Per Week 

8. Nearly Every Day 

9. At Least Once a Day 

 

36) What is your current relationship status? 

 ______________________________ 
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Appendix F 

Trial Order 

 

 
 

 

  

• Fixation Point 

• 1000 ms 

   • ISI 

• 200 ms 

•  Letter 
Grid 

•150 ms 

• Letter Grid 

•150 ms 

   
•Partial audio cue 500 ms 

•Whole report 

• Self-Paced 

•  Next trial 

• Fixation Point 

• 1000 ms 
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Appendix G 

Please note all copyrighted material has been removed from this copy of the paper. 
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 Appendix H  

Please note all copyrighted material has been removed from this copy of the paper.  
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Appendix I 

Please note all copyrighted material has been removed from this copy of the paper.
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Appendix J 
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Tables 
Table 1 

 
Mean Letter Report Accuracy Percentages and Standard Deviations in Experiment I by the Conditions of the Experimental Factors 

 Report Type (A) 

Partial (a1) Whole (a2) 

Facial Attraction (B) 

Attractive (b1) Normal (b2) Attractive (b1) Normal (b2) 

Facial Gender (C) 

Female (c1) Male (c2) Female (c1) Male (c2) Female (c1) Male (c2) Female (c1) Male (c2) 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Participant  

Gender 
(D) 

Female 

(d1) 

.4375 .1923 .4625 .1069 .4646 .1660 .5083 .1482 .3396 .0722 .3215 .0700 .3278 .0510 .3271 .0615 

Male 

(d2) 

.4750 .1588 .4792 .1891 .5021 .1687 .5021 .1935 .3556 .0854 .3431 .0810 .3486 .0803 .3556 .0875 

 

Table 2 

 

ANOVA comparing Accuracy across Experimental Factors in Experiment I 

 df F    β p 

Report Type 1 56.630 0.720 1.000 <0.000*** 

Facial Gender 1 0.249 0.011 0.076 0.623 

Facial Attraction 1 1.696 0.072 0.072 0.206 

Participant Gender 1 0.284 0.013 0.080 0.599 

Error 22 - - - - 

 *  p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001. 

 

Table 3 

 

Means and SDs of Scores of SOI and Jealousy by Participant Gender 

 SOI Jealousy 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Participant Gender Female 3.199 1.091 3.083 0.943 

Male 4.898 1.276 3.413 0.830 
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Table 4 

 

Multiple Regression of Experiment I Factors on Letter Report Accuracy. 

Predictor Variable B SE B   t 

Facial Attraction 0.015 0.018 0.053 0.844 

Facial Gender 0.006 0.018 0.021 0.336 

Report Type -0.139  0.018  -0.484  -7.684*** 

Participant Gender 0.040 0.024 0.139 1.669 

Socio-Sexuality -0.006 0.008 -0.058 -0.704 

Jealousy -0.026  0.011 -0.155  -2.302* 

*  p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001. 

 

Table 5 

 

Pearson Correlations of Experiment I Factors and Letter Report Accuracy. 

 Accuracy Facial Attraction Facial Gender Report Type Participant Gender SOI Jealousy 

Accuracy 1.000 0.053 0.021 -0.484*** 0.075 0.044 -0.121* 

Facial Attraction 0.053 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Facial Gender 0.021 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Report Type -0.484*** 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Participant Gender 0.075 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.599 *** 0.190 ** 

SOI 0.044 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.599 *** 1.000 -0.122 * 

Jealousy -0.121* 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.190 ** -0.122* 1.000 

*  p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001. 

 

Table 6 

 

ANOVA Comparing Accuracy by Row Type and Participant Gender in Experiment I 

  df  F    β P 

Row Type 2 2.330 0.066 0.456 0.105 

Participant Gender 1 .103 0.002 0.062 0.744 

Row Type X Participant Gender 2 0.917 0.027 0.202 0.405 

Error 66 - - - - 
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Table 7 

 
Mean Letter Report Accuracy Percentages in Experiment II by the Conditions of Experimental Factors 

 Report Type (A) 

Partial (a1) Whole (a2) 

Stimulus Type (B) 

Female Face 
(b1) 

Male Face (b2) Flower (b3) Blank (b4) Female Face 
(b1) 

Male Face (b2) Flower (b3) Blank (b4) 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Participant  

Gender 
(C) 

Female 

(c1) 

.3050 .1282 .3033 .1564 .3633 .1945 .3667 .1441 .2783 .0482 .2828 .0613 .2817 .0634 .3117 .0732 

Male 
(c2) 

.4308 .1558 .5019 .1412 .4173 .2122 .5577 .1596 .3340 .0448 .3288 .0660 .3577 .0412 .3603 .0582 

 

Table 8 

 

ANOVA Comparing Accuracy across Experimental Factors in Experiment II 

 df F    β p 

Report Type X Stimulus Type X Participant Gender 3 4.257 0.141 0.845 0.008** 

     Error 78 - - - - 

Report Type X Participant Gender 1 4.196 0.139 0.505 0.051 

Report Type 1 18.014 0.409 0.983 0.000*** 

Participant Gender 1 8.392 0.244 0.796 0.008** 

     Error 26 - -  - 

Stimulus Type 3 8.339 0.243 0.991 0.000*** 

     Error 78 - - - - 

 *  p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.000. 

  

Table 9 

 

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations  of SOI and Jealousy Sub-Sets by Participant Gender for Experiment II 

 SOI Cog. Jealousy Emo. Jealousy Behav. Jealousy 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Participant  

Gender 

Female 3.785 1.157 2.667 1.539 5.1 1.104 1.742 0.471 

Male 3.863 1.588 2.058 0.739 4.731 0.604 1.721 0.604 
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Table 10 

 

Multiple Regression of Experiment II Factors on Letter Report Accuracy 

Predictor Variable B SE B   t 

Report Type -0.086 0.017 -0.305 -5.176 *** 

Stimulus Type 0.019 0.007 0.148 2.508* 

Participant Gender 0.105 0.017 0.374 6.086 *** 

SOI -0.001 0.006 -0.014 -0.226 

Cog. Jealousy 0.006 0.008 0.052 0.719 

Emo. Jealousy 0.005 0.009 0.036 0.545 

Behav. Jealousy 0.019 0.017 0.070 1.099 

*  p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001. 

 

Table 11 

 

Pearson Correlations of Experiment II Factors and Letter Report Accuracy 

 Accuracy Report 

Type 

Stimulus 

Type 

Participant 

Gender 

SOI Cog. 

Jealousy 

Emo. 

Jealousy 

Behav. 

Jealousy 

Accuracy 1.000 -0.305*** 0.148* 0.353 *** 0.014 -0.009 -0.022 0.075 

Report Type -0.305*** 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Stimulus Type 0.148* 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Participant 

Gender 

0.353 *** 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 -0.247 *** -0.186 ** -0.020 

SOI 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.029 1.000 0.231 0.025 0.056 

Cog. Jealousy -0.009 0.000 0.000 -0.247 *** 0.231 1.000 0.364 *** 0.314 *** 

Emo. Jealousy -0.022 0.000 0.000 -0.186 ** 0.025 0.364 *** 1.000 -0.091 

Behav. Jealousy 0.075 0.000 0.000 -0.020 0.056 0.314 *** -0.091 1.000 

*  p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001. 
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Table 12 

 

ANOVA Comparing Row Type and Participant Gender in Experiment II 

 df F      p 

Cue Type 2 4.014 0.097 0.701 0.022* 

Participant Gender 1 9.288 0.110 0.853 0.003** 

Cue Type X Participant Gender 2 0.405 0.011 0.113 0.669 

     Error 75 - -  - 

 *  p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.000. 

 

 




